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ABSTRACT
The aim of the research work is to mine the data set available with each custodian in a semi honest model,
securely without disclosure of any data amongst various custodians involved. No custodian discloses any
information. In the proposed scheme in order to reduce the computational complexity, the data partitioning
has been done in the horizontal way. The proposed research work consists of a well skilled and planned
architecture implementation for achieving the proposed privacy preservation in the data mining filed and
used a new hybrid data mining model which is developed for combining commutative RSA and a C5.0
algorithm to generate classification rules. This study utilized real world data collected from an UCI
repository and experiments are conducted based on the parameters like time complexity, accuracy and error
rate. The proposed model preserve expected level of privacy without any information loss, take less time for
computation, lower error rate and improves accuracy.
Keywords: Privacy Preserving Data Mining, University of California Irvine Data Repository (UCI), Semi
Honest Model, Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC)
(SMC). This SMC is based on cryptographic
functionality which plays a major role in the context of
privacy preserving data between different participants in
sharing authorized data. SMC is a computational system
in which the value based on individually held secret bits
of information that compute multiple parties wish to join.
Das et al. (2009) proposed a scalable, local privacypreserving algorithm for distributed Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
data aggregation useful for many advanced data
mining/analysis tasks such as average/sum computation,
decision tree induction, feature selection and more.
Unlike most multi-party privacy-preserving data mining
algorithms, this approach works in an asynchronous
manner through local interactions and therefore, is highly
scalable. Karthik et al. (2011) proposed rule extraction
technique for liver disease. Ukil and Sen (2010)
developed a scheme for secure multiparty data
aggregation with the help of modular arithmetic concept.
Shaneck et al. (2006) addressed the issue of secure multi

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve the secured data mining a number
of algorithms have been implemented which played the
significant role in the contemporary, but the increase in
the data complexity and the higher security requirements
made effect insufficient. This scenario ignited the
scientific society to optimize the data mining technique
especially considering the privacy preservation. At first,
the Privacy preservation Data Mining (PPDM) was
introduced in 2000, in which many dominant issues
related to this area were discussed. Researchers and the
scientific society from then on have proposed numerous
issues related to the PPDM.
One must know inputs from all the participants to
conduct the constraint based security computations.
However, if nobody can be trusted enough to know all
the inputs, privacy will become a primary concern. One
of the solutions to this is Secure Multiparty Computation
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statistical measures instead of conventional framework
of Support and Confidence to generate association rules.
The new architecture generated no ghost rules with
complete avoidance of failure in hiding sensitive
association rules. Pourebrahimi et al. (2010) presented
an opportunity to increase significantly the rate at which
the volumes of data generated through the maintenance
process could be turned into useful information. This
could be done using classification algorithms to discover
patterns and correlations within a large volume of data.
Parmar et al. (2011) proposed a blocking based approach
for sensitive classification rule hiding.

party computation which formed the kernel of many data
mining applications. Harnsamut et al. (2008) focused on
maintaining the data quality in the scenarios in which the
transformed data was used to build associative
classification models. Lin and Chen (2008) decided
which instances of training dataset were support vectors,
i.e., the necessarily informative instances to form the
classifier. The support vectors are intact tuples taken from
the training dataset. Fung et al. (2005) proposed a kanonymization solution for classification. The goal was to
find a k-anonymization, not necessarily optimal in the
sense of minimizing data distortion, which preserves the
classification structure. Lin and Chen (2008) proposed an
approach to the SVM classifier process to transform it to a
privacy-preserving classifier which does not disclose the
private content of support vectors. Chen et al. (2011), a
new discriminate diagnosis model constructed by
attribute selection, decision tree C5.0 algorithm and
discrimination analysis was proposed, which consists of
two phases. The critical attributes were filtered out from
the original attributes. Wang et al. (2009) focused on
comparing the classification performance and accuracy
for short-term urban traffic flow condition using decision
tree algorithms (CHAID, CART, QUEST and C5.0).
The classification rules are derived from the decision
tree in the form of if-then- else. These rules are used to
classify the records with unknown value for class label.
Sethi et al. (2012) proposed second order decision table
using rule generation. Hou and Su (2007) proposed to
develop a fuzzy rule-based reasoning system to set a
nano- particle milling process. The characteristics of the
proposed system were to use data-driven to do
fuzzification and rule extraction instead of directly using
domain experts. Qiong and Xiao-Hui (2009) proposed
the privacy preservation and the mining efficiency, an
effective privacy preserving distributed mining algorithm
of association rules. Combining the advantages of both
RSA public key cryptosystem and homomorphism
encryption scheme, a model of hierarchical management
on the cryptogram was put forward in the algorithm.
Karthikeswaran et al. (2012) presented a novel based
approach that strategically modified a few transactions in
the database. It modifies support or confidence values for
hiding sensitive rules without producing many side
effects Jiri et al. (2009) presented one of many
possibilities of decision theory that could be used in the
modeling of the quality of life in a given city. Real data
sets were analyzed, pre-processed and used in the
classification models. Naeem et al. (2010) proposed a
novel architecture which acquired other standard
Science Publications

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Let us consider a training database Dm to be considered
for mining. Let a set c = {c1, c2, c3.... ....cp} represent the set
of data custodians amongst which the database Dm is
portioned horizontally. Also p represents the total number
of data custodians. The research work presented here
considers the hybrid model which combines both C5.0
algorithm for classification and commutative RSA
Algorithm for encryption and decryption.
It is assumed that each data custodian embodies two
datasets one training dataset dcx which is pre classified
and another dataset dtcx which represents a test dataset or
an unclassified dataset. The goal of the research work
proposed here is to mine the test dataset dtcx available
with each data custodian in a semi-honest model,
securely without disclosure of any data dtcx or dcx
amongst the varied custodians involved.
The aim is to mine the dataset available with each data
custodian in a semi-honest model, without the disclosure
of any data amongst the varied custodian involved. The
proposed scheme does not consider an central server for
group establishment. No database exchange between the
parties instead only exchange the rules.
From the Fig. 1, the overall framework has been
accomplished in the following phases: Local
classification rules ( R r ,R r ,R r ....R r ) are generated in
1

2

p

3

step 1. In step 2, encryption keys are generated using
commutative RSA. Every custodian sends solely
encrypted rules to the opposite custodians who in flip
encrypt the encrypted rules received by them using their
encryption keys in step 3 (C E R r ,C E R r ,...C E R r ) . The
1

2

p

combined secure rule set is a collection of all the rules
available with each data custodian and discovered in step
4. The use of commutative RSA decryption method at
every knowledge custodian to get the combined rule set
in step 5.
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Fig. 1. Framework for the proposed privacy preserving data mining system

comparatively better results among other existing
techniques like IDE3, CART and C4.5.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to perform the implementation successfully
the researcher has utilized many standard data sets from
UCI for analyzing execution time, accuracy and error
rate. The results have been obtained for individual data
sets for difference performance parameters. In this
research work the researcher has implemented his
developed technique for assuring the most robust privacy
preservation feature in data mining and on the other hand
in order to make the system more efficient and accurate,
the researcher has implemented C5.0 classification
algorithm. The results obtained have illustrated
Science Publications

3.1. Performance Metrics of the Proposed System
3.1.1. Accuracy
The accuracy of the model can be evaluated based on
the following measures:
True positive
True negative
False positive
False negative
1088
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TCT/tot
TIT/tot
TCF/tot
TIF/tot
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of heart data set

Fig. 3. Time complexity of heart dataset

Fig. 4. Error rate of heart data set
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TCT = Total number of items that are correctly
classified as true
TCF = Total number of items that are correctly
classified as false
TIT = Total number of items that are incorrectly
classified as true
TIF = Total number of items that are incorrectly
classified as false.
Tot = Total number of items

accuracy in data mining applications. On the other hand
the presented technique can play a vital role in reducing
time complexity in mining operation. Even the results
obtained has illustrated and established itself as best
solution for reducing time complexity.
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